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Based on original reporting by a Pulitzer Prize finalist and an industry veteran, the first book for

young adults about the Flint water crisisIn 2014, Flint, Michigan, was a cash-strapped city that

had been built up, then abandoned by General Motors. As part of a plan to save money,

government officials decided that Flint would temporarily switch its water supply from Lake

Huron to the Flint River. Within months, many residents broke out in rashes. Then it got worse:

children stopped growing. Some people were hospitalized with mysterious illnesses; others

died. Citizens of Flint protested that the water was dangerous. Despite what seemed so

apparent from the murky, foul-smelling liquid pouring from the city's faucets, officials refused to

listen. They treated the people of Flint as the problem, not the water, which was actually

poisoning thousands.Through interviews with residents and intensive research into legal

records and news accounts, journalist Candy J. Cooper, assisted by writer-editor Marc

Aronson, reveals the true story of Flint. Poisoned Water shows not just how the crisis unfolded

in 2014, but also the history of racism and segregation that led up to it, the beliefs and attitudes

that fueled it, and how the people of Flint fought-and are still fighting-for clean water and

healthy lives.

“Poignant . . . This detailed offering, the first specifically intended for young audiences, has

multiple curriculum applications.”  �Booklist, starred review“Thoroughly sourced and meticulously

documented, this stomach-churning, blood-boiling, tear-jerking account synthesizes a city's

herculean efforts to access safe, clean water. . . . This compulsively readable, must-buy

narrative nonfiction serves as the ultimate antidote to civic complacence.”  �School Library

Journal, starred review“A careful, conscious encapsulation of a consequential U.S. frontier for

renewed environmental justice activism.”  �Kirkus Reviews“Flint citizens need fresh coverage

that respects their activism rather than their victimhood. This becomes the controlling theme of

this vivid account.”  �BCCB--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorCandy J.

Cooper is a Pulitzer Prize finalist and winner of the Selden Ring Award for Investigative

Reporting. She has been a staff writer for four newspapers, including the The Detroit Free

Press and the San Francisco Examiner. Her work has appeared in the The New York Times,

The Columbia Journalism Review and The Chronicle of Higher Education, among other

publications. She has written several nonfiction series books for the classroom for Scholastic.
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To the raised voices and young people of Flint—C. C.To the people of Flint, and to librarians

such as Cindy and Lynn, who make sure young people have access to the true stories of our,

of their, time.—M. A.INCUBATIONIt is 2016 and the City of Flint says,“Don’t boil the water”I

return to the city for the first timesince the story surfaced. Riding through the hood,crossing at

the corner of Pierson and Dupont,stands a string of neon stanchions,military servicemen, a

gaggle of palettes,a gaggle of bottled waters wishing us well.My boy posts a picture of his

backbubbling with fissures in an even spread—having bathed in the city’s northeast waters,the

contagion carries itself into the host,bearing witness to a feast of skinand other soft metals.—

Jonah Mixon-WebsterContentsPrologue1: Roots and Margins2: Pure, Natural, Mineral3: “The

Water Is Biting Them”4: To the Dome5: Big Worries Here6: Ten Thousand Children7: A Good

Guess8: Water Out of Control9: Trust Fall10: “The Big Red Flag”11: A Whistle Blows12:

Denial13: Convergence14: Blood Speaks15: A Tipping Point16: A World Rocked17:

Surrender18: A Ceaseless Trail19: “A Gaggle of Bottled Waters”20: Blame without End21: “We

Can Save Ourselves”22: Coming Back Where?23: Roaring Uphill24: “My Destiny Is

Dismal”“But a Flint Holds Fire” by Andrea RamseyA Note from the

AuthorsAcknowledgmentsCredits and ContributorsIndexFlint is called Vehicle City because it

thrived as a center for building horse-drawn buggies in the late 1800s. Horseless carriages, or

cars, soon followed.PrologueAt Flint Odyssey House on a clear October morning more than

four years after the Flint, Michigan, water crisis began, a few members of an organization of

community groups have gathered for their monthly meeting. I am there to make a presentation

as a visiting researcher.The group, Community Based Organization Partners, brings together

smaller health-related nonprofits in Flint to recognize and advocate for “the community” as an

entity to be reckoned with all by itself, like a hospital or a university. The group includes

academics, social workers, and clergy, and together they act as unofficial gatekeepers of

outside research to be done in Flint, establishing their own community ethics review board. The

matriarch of the group, E. Hill DeLoney, has specialized throughout a long activist career in

advancing the health and well-being of black youth. DeLoney has spoken publicly a few times

about the water crisis, once in 2016 when she sat on a University of Michigan health policy

panel. There she described a parallel crisis that ran right alongside the disaster of Flint’s

poisoned water: an epidemic of mistrust. Flint residents’ trust—in elected officials, government

workers, scientists, journalists, and researchers of all kinds—sounded as fragile as the shell of

an egg. “We need to understand that trust is very hard to get in the first place—very, very hard,”

DeLoney said on the panel. “But it can dissipate in a matter of seconds.”Flint hadn’t started out

with very much trust at all. “But when [the water crisis] happened, I cannot tell you how deeply

mistrust almost became a cancer in our community. We don’t trust anything they tell us, and it’s

going to be a long time [before we do].”On this fall morning in late 2018, the esteemed

DeLoney has had to leave unexpectedly due to a health emergency in her family. In her

absence, two members of the group, Sarah Bailey and Luther Evans, preside. At least four

more people have phoned in, including a pastor, a public health researcher, and Don Vereen,

the director of community-based public health at the University of Michigan School of Public

Health. Their voices rise out of a console telephone on the table.I am there to describe the

book I am hoping to write and to ask for the group’s help. I am a native of Michigan and have

worked and studied in the state, but I am aware of my Flint outsider status. The room is very

quiet.The woman to my left, Elder Bailey, is a lifelong Flint resident, a church pastor, a

community health advocate, and an expert on acute care for stroke victims. I have heard her



speak on a panel about the underlying social determinants of the water crisis, where she

described the water’s effects on her family, her friends, and her own health after she spent

eight days in intensive care with a severe cough. Today she wears a jacket, her hair upswept in

neat cornrows.I am aware that race is the “elephant in the room,” as DeLoney has often said.

She says it is in the water crisis “room” and in the “room” of America. I know that Flint is highly

segregated by race and income level. I am white and Bailey, Evans, and DeLoney are black.But

I also know that water harmed everyone in Flint, not just one group or one house or one

neighborhood. It harmed people who worked in Flint and lived outside of Flint. And the crisis

inspired a comingling of racial, ethnic, religious, and income groups working together. Flint has

a very strong community spiritedness that arises especially in moments of struggle, most

famously during the brutal Flint Sit-Down Strike of 1936–1937, which led to the consolidation of

the United Automobile Workers, the unionization of the US automobile industry, and the

conditions that would help build the American middle class during the coming years.And now I

listen as Elder Bailey begins to speak with grave authority, as if uttering difficult truths for an

entire community. “You have got to understand that we have gone through trauma,” asserts

Bailey with a furrowed brow. “Trauma upon trauma upon trauma.” She is emphatic.“The water

crisis didn’t begin in 2014,” she continues. “The water crisis began long before that, years

before that. It’s been a long time.”She was talking about a Michigan law, first passed in 2011,

that had allowed the state to take over Flint after the city slid into massive debt. The governor

appointed a single person to run Flint: an emergency manager. The first was Michael Brown.

Three more men would serve in sequence after Brown, each imposing a starvation diet of

austerity. Flint’s elected council and mayor were disenfranchised, denied the right to vote.

Citizens could no longer decide what to cut or what to save. The mayor became a figurehead,

no longer in charge of anything. All decisions fell to the debt slayer, the emergency

manager.Elder Bailey was referring to recent history, but there is a deep pool of injustice in

Flint’s overall history as well. Flint was built on car manufacturing—the expansion of General

Motors—and it is hard to overstate the winning, all-American spirit of the town at its peak, at

least from the outside. Flint had been a model city with excellent schools and a solid middle-

class standard of living. Elder Bailey and others in this conversation had lived in Flint

then.“We’ve seen it in flourishing times,” Bailey says. “We were an awesome community. We

were above average in a lot of things. We were a model community for many, many years.”Flint

was also a leading American example of ignorance, extreme racial segregation, and economic

polarization. It’s as if every major social conflict in American history crisscrossed in Flint. The

city acted as “the canary in our country’s conscience,” wrote one Flint resident, Ted Nelson, in

an essay about his move from Los Angeles to his now-beloved Flint. When GM left, Flint

collapsed. That was when, as a Flint pastor later said to me, “The devil broke loose in this

city.”Elder Bailey had watched that happen, too.Economic expansion, racial segregation,

industry collapse, state takeover: these had been the prelude to the poisoning of Flint. “This

was done to an entire city,” she says, “regardless of race, creed, or social background. It was

done to the whole city by our state government. And that breeds a lot of contempt.”The

previous week, some four hundred journalists had met in Flint for the annual conference of the

Society of Environmental Journalists. Some had written stories on the crisis’s aftermath. But

where had they been during, Bailey wanted to know. Absent, mostly, as residents had strained

to be heard.“After they blew it the first time,” Bailey says, “by not coming to the city when the

city was protesting about this, now everybody wants a piece of Flint.”Hundreds of academic

researchers, too, had churned out studies on Flint. They had swooped in and out for their own

purposes. What good was any of it for Flint? It felt to Bailey and others in the group as if the



city had been besieged, used, and violated.“We’ve experienced profiteers coming in and

raping the community and not giving anything back,” she says. “Nobody really tells that story—

about how people enter into communities with their own agenda and never really look at what

their agenda could do to a community.” One outside researcher—who had won over residents

to help expose the water crisis nationally—had gone on to file a $3 million defamation lawsuit

against an outspoken Flint mother. The suit had only deepened Flint’s sense of betrayal.

Months later, in a scathing decision, a judge threw it out, but the sense of betrayal

remained.This sense of trauma and suspicion, while overwhelming on that day, would become

a fact of working in Flint, a primary, pervasive truth that I would learn was probably one of the

most rational and human responses anyone could have.Bailey begins to advise me.“You might

need to start your book right here,” she says, “right at this point. Because this is the real

important topic of the day. What happened here is important for us never to repeat again. This

right here is what’s going on right now that could be helpful to a lot of people.”Bailey’s words

hang over me everywhere I go in Flint.The olive-colored Flint River swirls through

downtown.1Roots and MarginsEvery morning during his last two years of high school, with the

slow government destruction of the city’s water system as his backdrop, the soft-spoken

Keishaun Wade arrived by bus at the front doors of Southwestern Classical Academy in Flint,

Michigan, the only high school left in the shrinking city. There, on the dreariest, iciest winter

mornings, with windchills plunging below zero and highway traffic droning in the distance,

Keishaun and his classmates huddled together while security guards talked among themselves

from just inside. The guards decided when to open school doors. They ushered students

through metal detectors and examined the contents of every bag and backpack. They held

students behind more double doors in an enclosed area indoors. Security chose when to open

those doors to let students march off to class. The drill felt to Keishaun more like practice for

prison life than a stepping-stone to college.On his low days, the baby-faced Keishaun, with his

mop of naturally corkscrewed hair that fell over his eyes, resented those security officers. He

and his classmates grew weary of the morning drill, along with the ice-cold classrooms in

wintertime; the holes in the walls and trash in the halls; the renovations that drowned out

teaching; the shuttered water fountains and empty water dispensers; the history teacher who

turned on the television news, wrote a question on the board, and then played computer

solitaire for the rest of class. Statewide, the school had fallen into the category of chronically

failing.Thank goodness for the great teachers, the ones who truly cared. All thanks to Keishaun

and his peers, who fought for and won another year of the International Baccalaureate program

at Southwestern, the rigorous course of study that readied kids for college. Because overall,

Keishaun’s high school, compared with the other fifteen schools he had attended across the

country, sent a deafening message from the top: good luck with that path to knowledge, those

critical-thinking skills, that elusive upward mobility. In the end, Keishaun lost faith that Flint

schools cared most about helping kids learn. “It’s almost like the school system was putting us

down.”Put down, left out, pushed to the margins. It was an old theme in Keishaun’s young life.

Both sets of Keishaun’s grandparents had left their homes—in Mississippi, Georgia, Arkansas,

and Louisiana—as part of the Great Migration to escape the Jim Crow South. They landed in

deeply segregated Flint. His paternal grandmother went to Central High School, where two

homecoming courts, black and white, featured two sets of kings and queens. His grandmother

gave birth to her first child during high school, then had six more. In an environment of scarcity,

she found ways to feed her family that landed her in prison. Keishaun’s father grew up without

knowing where his mother was. He virtually raised himself, with little adult guidance.Keishaun,

too, was born to teen parents. His father never finished high school. Without skills or job



prospects in Flint, his father turned to drug dealing and wound up in and out of prison while

Keishaun was young. The family became itinerant, roaming four states, moving a dozen times,

jumping from school to school, seeking safety and security. Keishaun, the eldest, failed

kindergarten when his parents were unable to take him. He learned the role of caretaker for his

younger siblings. As a toddler, he peeled oranges and bananas to help feed them. He learned

to lead.When Keishaun’s grandmother, a powerful influence, suffered a stroke, he left his family

and moved back to Flint to care for her—returning to a city so scarred by abandonment and

poverty that he barely recognized the neighborhood. He and his aunt helped nurse his

grandmother until her death. It was then, at age fourteen, that Keishaun suffered greatly. His

beloved grandmother had modeled an inner strength through her years of racial struggle, just

like his late aunt Vera B. Rison, a lionhearted champion of the underclass and a county and

state politician. A library in Beecher, just across Flint’s northern border, bears her name.Maybe

Keishaun channeled both women. Because on his high days at Southwestern Classical

Academy, he witnessed the exact same broken-down school as on his low days. But on those

better days he drew strength from what he saw. He vowed to confront the dehumanizing,

marginalizing, microaggressive, inequitable, unjust moments at his school. The inspiration

drove him to Flint history to better understand the conditions surrounding him. He plunged into

piles of books, and one especially, Demolition Means Progress by Andrew Highsmith, opened

his eyes to a social history of Flint that turned out to parallel his own.The Flint River had always

loomed large. It squiggled south and west for 142 miles, flowing in roughly the shape of a

check mark right through Flint. Forests once surrounded the river, and the Ojibwa Indians lived

in the area until the US government acquired all the lands in southeastern Michigan and

thereby displaced Native Americans. The white fur trader Jacob Smith founded Flint as a

village in 1819, and he and other traders set up posts along the Flint River to use it for

transport. The river’s first pollutants were introduced with lumber mills built along its banks in

the 1830s. Paper mills followed, discharging the waste from papermaking directly into the river.

Abundant timber led to the building of horse-drawn wagons, carts, and buggies. Better buggies

required iron supplies, and soon Flint filled with blacksmiths and foundries. The city became a

capital of carriage-building, then “horseless carriages,” or cars.As gas-powered cars rolled onto

American roads in the 1900s, Flint-area investors saw opportunity; they began recruiting car

companies to Flint. Soon local industrialists jumped in. James H. Whiting brought the Buick

Motor Company to Flint’s north side and hired local carriage-maker Billy Durant to run his new

company. Durant in turn appealed to Charles Stewart Mott, who had an axle business in Utica,

New York. In 1905 he wrote Mott a short letter. “Flint is in the center of the automobile industry,

a progressive city, good people, with conditions for manufacturing ideal,” Durant wrote.Mott

agreed, and in 1908 Durant founded General Motors. A massive complex of GM factories

sprang up on miles-long tracts of land along the Flint River. GM soon grew into one of the

world’s leading car companies, turning huge profits for its founders and attracting more workers

to Flint than any other city in the world. By 1929 the company had produced ten million cars.

What was the sleepy city of 13,103 people in 1900 grew to 156,492 by 1930. As journalists

then and historians later noted, Flint was growing into an American manufacturing marvel.

“Speed, Speed, and Still More Speed!—That Is Flint, morning, noon and night,” read a 1937

New York Times Magazine story. Flint had transformed from sleepy to modern in an instant.

Shiny Flint-made cars sped down streets and whipped around corners; Flint workers dashed to

work; speedy assembly lines churned out cars—all while the voice of Flint said “hurry up, hurry

up, hurry up,” the writer said. Flint was to cars as Pittsburgh was to steel, as Akron was to

rubber, he added. Along the way, Flint acquired its name: Vehicle City.There would be other,



less charitable names attached to both GM and Flint throughout the 1900s. These were earned

as Flint became among the most extremely racially segregated cities in the country. General

Motors’s lightning-quick expansion outran the number of affordable houses available to new

factory workers pouring into Flint. The first wave of mostly white migrants came from around

the Midwest, and in the absence of proper housing, they built their own tents, shacks, and

shantytowns around the edges of Flint where land was cheap and taxes were low. Skilled and

highly educated auto workers and wealthy executives like Charles Stewart Mott, the largest GM

stockholder, erected elegant mansions in verdant neighborhoods closer to downtown. These

affluent neighborhoods were homogeneous and highly restricted to whites only.As more

diverse groups of migrants poured into Flint, from the American South as well as Europe,

Mexico, and Asia, they faced a rigid residential sorting system that told them where in the city

they were permitted to live. Black residents and white ethnic minorities were restricted to two

poor, overcrowded, and polluted neighborhoods, with the northern one especially bordered by

industry. Soon enough, white residents moved into all-white, working-class neighborhoods

elsewhere in Flint, leaving black residents behind.Throughout most of the twentieth century in

Flint, forces both official and informal accentuated racial divides as if coloring with crayon over

faint pencil lines. In 1919 General Motors established a new housing division and by 1933 had

built three thousand housing units for whites only. Local realtors wrote in sales agreements that

white home buyers could only resell to “those belonging to the Caucasian Race.” General

Motors—or “GM Crow” as it was later called, for its adherence to the segregated Jim Crow

laws of the South—offered only the worst and lowest-paying jobs to African American workers,

such as janitor or foundry worker. And meanwhile Flint segregated its schools, retail shops,

bowling alleys, hotels, taverns, and cemeteries. By the end of the 1930s, Flint was the third

most racially segregated city in the country and the most racially segregated city in the

North.Then the federal government literally colored the areas within the racial lines of Flint and

elsewhere through a process known as redlining, named for a mapping system that graded

neighborhoods on a scale from “A” to “D.” The “Ds” were the least desirable neighborhoods and

were colored red. If you lived in one of those, you were not eligible for a home loan insured by

the federal government. All black neighborhoods in Flint were redlined as unsafe for home

loans.Still, African Americans in the South seeking decent-paying jobs in the North came to

Flint in record numbers, increasing Flint’s black population from about 6,500 in 1940 to 34,500

by 1960, a quadrupling. The color lines—the physical racial boundaries—remained as fixed as

prison walls. Black newcomers were restricted to the two neighborhoods known as St. John

Street and Floral Park, where there would be no government-secured loans to improve or

expand housing. City inspections in the 1950s found substandard housing, extreme

overcrowding, and landlords who took advantage by inflating rents.The environmental

consequences could only be guessed at, though the St. John Street neighborhood in particular

was an island bordered by industry. A 1966 report by the state’s Civil Rights Commission

featured a black businesswoman and longtime resident of Northeast Flint complaining of smog.

She said the toxic emissions from a nearby foundry were causing damage to property. A public

health official had told her the area had the city’s highest incidence of cancer. She said she and

her husband had suffered from throat cancer. She had undergone surgery, but his had already

killed him.By the 1960s, civil rights leaders in Flint began fighting for integration. One of the first

black mayors in the US, Floyd J. McCree, was elected in 1966 in Flint, which became the first

city in the nation to pass by popular vote an open housing referendum two years later. Now

African American residents were free to live anywhere. But as they moved into white

neighborhoods, whites in turn sold their homes and fled, often to white suburbs in what was



known as “white flight.” Or, as activists often noted, integration was “the period between the

moving in of the first Negro in a neighborhood and the exit of the last white.” Integration in Flint

had achieved only a re-sorting, or resegregation. The invisible wall had moved—erected now

between an increasingly black-majority city surrounded by white-majority suburbs.Already,

during the 1940s and 1950s, General Motors had begun building new factories outside of city

limits. Flint kept supplying GM’s water and infrastructure needs because it needed GM and its

tax revenues. Without GM, one city official said, Flint wouldn’t exist. Flint tried to widen its

boundaries to keep up with GM’s sprawl. But the mostly white suburbs, with their own new

infrastructure, were growing territorial. They wanted GM’s tax revenues, too. Flint found itself

landlocked by white suburbs more interested in their own improvement and survival than in the

old city, now majority black, they had left behind.Difficult economic times in the US during the

1970s hit Flint especially hard. An energy crisis and economic recession prompted GM to cut

its workforce by nearly half across the US. In the Flint area, layoffs and plant closures also

meant half of GM employees lost their jobs. This decade was a particularly bad spike during

thirty years of decline.Between 1955 and 1987, the carmaker eliminated thirty-four thousand

jobs in the region. As GM contracted, the Vehicle City began a parallel decline toward disaster.

GM jobs in Flint dropped from 80,000 at their peak to fewer than 5,000 today, and for every GM

job there were likely ten more that disappeared with it if you included all of the related jobs that

supplied the parts for car making.Losing jobs also meant losing people. Between 1960 and

2015, Flint’s population dropped by half, from nearly 200,000 to fewer than 100,000.

Increasingly, those who could afford to go left and Flint’s tax base withered. By the early 2000s

Flint was broke, unable to fix up its schools, roads, sidewalks, or sprawling, dilapidated water

distribution system, built for a much larger city. And, instead of helping, the State of Michigan

cut off tens of millions of dollars in revenue-sharing that had once gone to central cities like

Flint.Then, in 2011, the state sent in Flint’s first emergency manager, the person whose job it

was to cut costs without weighing the possible hardships to Flint residents. Like the real estate

practices of the 1920s, the government redlining of the 1940s, and the white flight of the

1970s, the new emergency manager law had an unequal effect on African Americans. Black

residents in Michigan had a 50 percent chance of living in a city controlled by an emergency

manager; white residents had only a 10 percent chance.Under the state’s cost-cutter, a slow

and steady marginalization of a community had been made complete.Keishaun Wade was

overwhelmed. The intricate details of his early life—the states, the schools, the homelessness

—rested on a history that shaped Flint today, down to his very own high school, his own family,

himself. His history was a version of many such histories in Flint. Lack of opportunity led to

disempowerment, which often led to a life on the margins. “When you have a community where

opportunities are stripped away, it’s easy for those communities to become marginalized,” he

said. “That is how the water crisis happened.”History, and especially the racist policies that

governed black life in Flint, had helped to explain the roots of the Flint water crisis, at least to

Keishaun Wade. A state panel on civil rights later agreed. The push of a button triggered the

start.A workman stands atop a portion of the Karegnondi Water Authority pipeline, built to bring

Great Lakes water directly to Flint, bypassing Detroit. While the pipeline was being built,

authorities decided to use and treat water from the Flint River for drinking.2Pure, Natural,

MineralIn early March of 2014, the amiable and pale-faced mayor of Flint, Michigan, Dayne

Walling, strode to a lectern at city hall to deliver his annual State of the City Address. A

standing ovation rose and tapered to quiet as he began. “Well thank you all,” he said with a

wave and smile as the chamber settled into hard seats. “Good afternoon and welcome.” Local

TV cameras clicked on to record.A high school color guard and a pastor’s convocation lent



ceremony to the moment, and the prayer especially suggested the need for miracles to fix

Flint’s epic burdens. The city had garnered so many “worst of” rankings that local writers had

compiled an anthology of essays with the title happy anyway. Their beloved town was one of

the most destitute, sickly, violent, poorly run, abandoned, and “miserable” cities in the country,

the rankings said. A headline writer had harshly branded Flint “Murdertown, U.S.A.” And in

some corners of town, Flint looked like a ghost town, with whole city blocks resembling ruins

and six thousand abandoned properties needing demolition. Flint’s ancient infrastructure also

verged on collapse. In all, fixing Flint meant pushing a rock up a mountain or, in the birthplace

of General Motors, towing a rusted and broken-down old Buick up a hill.Walling appeared

mayoral in his blue blazer, tight haircut, and American flag pin on his lapel. The council looked

like elected officials who listened to voters and advised the mayor. But not one of them held

any sway. The actual lone authority—Flint’s viceroy, or emergency manager—was Darnell

Earley, a sober-looking man and the only African American to serve among four successive

emergency managers. He sat quietly in the front row, arms and legs crossed, a pocket square

in his breast pocket. His mustache and goatee were graying unevenly, forming a white circle

around his mouth. Appointed by the governor, he had one mission only: to cut Flint’s costs and

add to its revenues until the two columns came out even. There was no column to measure the

pain or suffering people might endure along the way. The law addressed a math problem.

Earley’s job was to solve it by balancing the budget. That was all.The mayor spoke with

enthusiasm about Flint’s greatest resource: its 99,000 resilient people. Yes, the loss of industry

and its tax base, along with the radical slashing of city services, had nearly crippled Flint. But

he called upon Flint’s citizen volunteers, his “fellow Flintstones,” to fill the void. Together they

would reduce violent crime, eradicate blight, mow lawns, pick up trash, paint over graffiti, and

board up abandoned houses. It would be, to quote the theme of his speech, a “year of service

and action.”The mayor’s written talk was about thirty-six pages long, beginning with seven

double-starred highlights and a detailed two-page outline. But the topic that would catapult the

city toward disaster—the decision that would intimately touch every fellow Flint resident every

single day of the year—did not appear until page twenty-nine. It concerned the Flint River, a

natural resource right in Flint’s midst. Once a soup of industrial pollution and human dumping,

the river had undergone dramatic renewal in recent years, attracting blue herons and bald

eagles once again, and drawing local birders, kayakers, and swimmers to its waters.Now the

Flint River figured into a plan to save money.For the past fifty years Flint’s drinking water had

been drawn from Lake Huron, one of the Great Lakes that every Michigan student

remembered by the acronym HOMES: lakes Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, and Superior. The

string of connected lakes formed one of the largest bodies of fresh water in the world. The lake

water was pumped and treated nearly at the source by the City of Detroit before it hurtled by

pipeline to Flint.Going forward, though, a new roughly seventy-mile pipeline was to be built to

draw raw water from Lake Huron, the one hugging the eastern shore of mitten-shaped

Michigan. The water would be delivered directly to Flint, bypassing Detroit, which had been

charging Flint residents more and more for their tap water. With the new pipeline, Flint would

set its own rates. Residents would save money, at least in the long run, enthusiasts said. That

part of the plan—creation of the Karegnondi Water Authority, the name of which was derived

from a Native American word first used by the Wyandot people to name Lake Huron—had

been formulated years earlier.But first, while the new pipeline was being built, starting the next

month, Flint would dip its drinking straw into the Flint River. Flint would drink river water

processed by its own water treatment plant until the new pipeline was complete, a project

estimated to take anywhere from two to three years.Honestly, there would be a taste



difference, the mayor said, with river water containing more minerals. But river water would be

“properly treated” and “lightly fluorinated,” he added, holding thumb and forefinger in the air like

a wine taster.“So later this spring,” Walling said in a light tone and with an ironic smile, “we will

all be drinking Pure Flint, Michigan, Natural Mineral Water.” The audience chuckled. It sounded

preposterous. The river had a notorious history of heavy pollution. It seemed to defy logic or

common sense. And yet in the mayor’s telling the idea sparkled like champagne.On April 25,

2014, officials gathered at the Flint Water Treatment plant to switch from Great Lakes water,

treated by Detroit, to Flint River water. “Here’s to Flint,” the mayor said. Howard Croft, Flint’s

head of public works, raises a glass in the foreground.The following month, on April 25, 2014,

in an official ceremony at the Flint Water Treatment Plant, a small crowd, nearly all of them

men, issued a countdown. Then Mayor Walling pressed a black button on a cinderblock wall,

switching off the flow from Lake Huron and unleashing that of the Flint River. The assembled

officials held up their plastic glasses for an infamous toast: “Here’s to Flint,” Walling said, and

the crowd echoed, “Here’s to Flint” and “Hear, hear.”And suddenly, river water streamed into

the city’s musty old water treatment plant, which had been cleared by the state to treat raw

river water for drinking. Then the treated water moved along. It gurgled into Flint’s underground

waterworks, pulsed through hundred-year-old water mains, and then dispersed through

residents’ indoor plumbing. It circulated through water heaters and washing machines, spurted

out of faucets and shower heads, sloshed into toilets, bathtubs, and sinks. It cascaded into

kitchen pots of pasta and potatoes. It topped off formula in baby bottles and poured into

pitchers to make Kool-Aid as the days grew warmer. It splashed into the water bowls of cats

and dogs. River water filled fish tanks, fed houseplants, and flooded backyard kiddie

pools.Within days, with no ceremony at all, the citizens of Flint registered alarm: this water was

unfit for any living thing. Less than two weeks after the switch, resident Lathan Jefferson, a

man in his sixties who drove an ice-cream truck, watched his water turn a rust-colored brown.

Soon he had a skin rash and went to his doctor. The doctor said he suspected the water to be

the cause. Jefferson sat down with his cell phone and landline, determined to manage

callbacks and being placed on hold until he made progress. He called the US Environmental

Protection Agency in Washington, DC. Washington sent him to an office in Atlanta, which sent

him to Chicago. He called the EPA Region 5 office in Chicago, which oversees the water in the

Great Lakes.“Mr. Jefferson said he and many people have rashes from the new water,”

reported an EPA supervisor, Jennifer Crooks, in a May 15 email to her superiors. “He said his

doctor says the rash is from the new drinking water.”A few days later in late May, the Flint

Journal reported that several water complaints had been lodged with the state. One resident

told a reporter the water was “murky or foamy,” while another said it smelled strongly of

chlorine. On June 2 a local NBC reporter, seeking to interview Flint residents, set out for a

Family Dollar store in Flint to check on sales of bottled water. Just inside the front door, the

camera lingered on a long beverage dolly stacked with cases of bottled water. Within five

minutes sixteen cases disappeared, or 384 bottles of water sold to residents afraid to drink

from their taps.“It smells and tastes bad,” resident Senegal Williams told the reporter. “It’s not

proper for people to be drinking, man. If I can smell it?” The harm was evident, unquestionable.

“This is not a big debate,” he said. “This is nothing that nobody can’t figure out.”The reporter

took the critical accounts he’d gathered to Flint officials, then paraphrased for his viewers the

city officials’ general response: “The water is perfectly safe for everybody to drink.”A few days

later, on June 8, during the public comment part of a regular city council meeting, Flint citizens

began to speak more forcefully about water. They represented the full spectrum of Flint’s

diversity. Some were meek and slow, inching toward the microphone, apologizing for their lack



of expertise. Others spoke with authority or anger. And frequently members of Flint’s black

clergy appeared with fiery reports from their congregants. In response, Eric Mays, a contrarian

councilman with a deep baritone voice, would often affirm their words.At the June meeting

Reverend Barbara Bettis approached the lectern and adjusted the mic to her small stature.

Bettis, in her seventies, was dressed in white garments: a white dress, white coat, and white

head scarf, all set off by wraparound dark mirrored sunglasses. She had never spoken to the

council before, and she began with a personal story. She had been late paying her water bill so

her water had been shut off. She went to city hall and paid $450 to have it restored.“I thought I

was paying my bill,” Bettis said, with a distinctive reverend-like cadence and vocal rasp, “but I

found out I was paying my deposit. So I was still in the hole with the water bill for the next

month. Yet!”“Right,” murmured the stentorian voice of Councilman Mays.Bettis paused. “I don’t

know how a senior citizen, with less than $758 a month coming in, with a gas bill in the

wintertime of four and five hundred dollars a month, and then a water bill of five or six hundred

dollars . . .” The chamber seemed to calculate the math along with her.“This is really . . .” she

trailed off. “I don’t know what you’d call it.”Some 41 percent of Flint residents fell below the

poverty level set by the US government. Yet Flint’s water and sewer rates had shot up

astronomically. Flint residents now paid the highest water rates in their county. A national study,

by the public interest group Food and Water Watch, found Flint’s water rates to be the highest

in the US. Many in Flint simply could not pay.They would need to find a way, because the city,

under the control of Emergency Manager Earley, was also cracking down: shutting off water for

nonpayment of bills, charging ever-higher reconnection fees, and placing water liens on

homeowners who couldn’t pay—their unpaid bills were simply added to their property taxes for

later collection. If they couldn’t pay their taxes, they could lose their homes.The city hired a

former police official as a water enforcement officer to catch and prosecute people who might

tamper with their water meter or otherwise try to access Flint water for free. Nonpayment of

water bills could rise to the level of a criminal offense. The city considered the problem

“massive,” and in September of 2014 they arrested and jailed seven water violators, held a

press conference with the county sheriff and prosecutor, and furnished the offenders’ names to

the public.“I can’t even find the words to say what you’d call it,” Bettis said.“Right,” Mays

said.“Besides oppressing the poor!” Bettis called out, elongating the last words for emphasis.

“Oppressing the poor people!”“Right,” Mays said.“You know we cannot pay these bills!” Bettis

said. It would be years before the State of Michigan would offer residents some form of

restitution.As her voice rose Bettis caught herself. “I’m going to tone it down a bit.”
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CT buyer, “fresh look on Flint. This is a gut-wrenching read bringing the personal experiences

of young people and families to the story of Flint. I didn't want to put it down, and although I

knew the basic story, this made it real. Well-written and clear. It must have required a strong

trust relationship between these young people and families, and the writer, a trust they

obviously did not have with others noted in the story.Although written as a young adult book, it

is also very appropriate for older adults.”

Nenia Campbell, “A devastating and exhaustive look at the history of Flint's water crisis.

POISONED WATER is about the water crisis in Flint, Michigan. Most of you are probably

familiar with it because for a while, it was splashed all over the news. To save money, residents

were switched from Detroit-routed pipes fed by Lake Huron to a direct line piped in from the

Flint River. Soon, residents were getting disgusting-looking water in various colors of brown,

and started suffering conditions ranging from skin rashes to Legionnaire's disease. It turns out

that not only was there microbial contamination from the water (gross), the chemicals that were

being added to treat the water (at the ridiculously underfunded facility-- $8 million budget to

upkeep something that should have cost a conservative $60 million) were being added without

chemicals to prevent corrosion, which was resulting in all the metals from the pipes filtering into

the water, including lead.What makes it worse was that the officials responsible for the change

from Huron to the Flint River were, in the words of the book "aggressively dismissive" to

residents voicing their concerns over whether the water was fit for themselves and their

families to drink. One woman was accused of dying the brown water in her bottle herself at

what I believe was a council meeting. A dossier of scientific data collected by a leading expert

in water safety was brought in to officials who even refused to touch or accept it. To save the

town money, they switched to water that already had indications of being unfit to drink, and in

an ironic twist of fate, anything that was saved was lost in the legal fees from the investigation

of the mismanagement.According to the back of the book, this is middle grade nonfiction. I

don't really think this is middle grade-appropriate, just because the writing level is very science-

and data-heavy, and it uses language that I, a thirty-something millennial with a Bachelor's

degree, needed to think about. I certainly wouldn't discourage a kid from reading this who

wanted to learn more about Flint and social justice, but I also think that it would be a struggle

for a lot of kids. That said, I think it's definitely worth the read-- for kids and adults-- because it

really delves into Flint's sad history as a racially segregated town (and race was probably a



factor in why Flint was ignored; institutional racism is a huge problem, and even if it isn't the

root cause of a given issue, it can help foster the symptoms and keep them lingering), its brief

boom in the peak of the automotive industry, and then its collapse and penultimate ruin when

GM went under (before being bailed out).It's a depressing and hard book to read, but in a sad,

twisted way, it's also inspiring. Seeing how the community banded together and refused to

listen to the officials who were very clearly in the wrong was an incredible feat. Especially when

they managed to get scientists and experts on the phone who, in turn, helped the people of

Flint gather the incontrovertible evidence of the harm that they needed to force the switch back

to Lake Huron water. It was grassroots community activism, and it's a shame that it came at

such a terrible cost. FWIW, the book does end on a hopeful note, though.Thanks to the

publisher for sending me a copy in exchange for an honest review!4.5 to 5 out of 5 stars”

C. Wong, “How Pure Is Our Water?. I heard about the Flint Water crisis on the news and

followed the report carefully when it started I read the horror stories getting sick from drinking

their own tap water, of rashes on their bodies, their pet dogs and cats getting sick, brain

damage from lead in the water, Many, many health problems, of them being in jeopardy of

losing the houses that they live in, family members and friends dying from the bad state of their

water.This book for young adults tells the history of the switch from the water that came from

Lake Huron to the badly polluted Flint River. i cried many times reading this book and I believe

that everyone, students and adults need to read what this town went through. They had to

struggle and protest and wake up the EPA and finally get help from the Federal Government.I

am full of empathy for everyone suffered and are suffering from poor decisions, holding money

over people's lives. I am immunocompromised and was sick from the water in the town that I

am living in. I went to a gastroenterologist who thought that my symptoms were due to being

lactose intolerant. Finally, I read an article about water pollution and checked the water

contaminants records on-line. The city had a high level of a parasite, and they lowered the

levels by treating the water with chlorine. People with healthy immune systems were no longer

effected but those with weak immune still got sick. I bought bottled water, but I cannot eat a

salad out any more because the lettuce and other vegetables are washed in the city tap

water.and they lowered the levels by treating the water with chlorine. People with healthy

immune systems were no longer effected but those with weak immune still got sick. I bought

bottled water, but I cannot eat a salad out any more because the lettuce and other vegetables

are washed in the city tap water.If you have not read about Flint, please do.”
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